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Ski team
looking for lake
.
.

by Jeannene Burnham
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•
•

The water ski team is still hoping for a higher
authority to see things their way and allow
them to practice on Lake Claire, while the
Biology Department is hoping the lake will
remain free of power boats.
Lake Claire in a sense belongs to the Biology
Department. The department does not actually
own the lake but the department has been
studying Lake Claire for many years.
Scott Willis, UCF Ski Team member, would
like to see Lk. Claire shared between the ski
team the Biology Department. "The lake would
be ideal for the team, As it stands now, our team
has to drive to Lake Orienta for practicing
purposes. The drive is 40 minutes away. It is so
hard to get the team together at one time and
drive 40 mfles for practicing. That is why we
very seldom practice. We could probably be the

best team in the nation if we could have a
convenient lake of our own."
Willis said another problem is having to keep
the boat at the captain's house. "It's a lot of
trouble to haul the boat from one place to another," he said.
Willis said another problem is that the team
is unable to use other lakes.
He said, "The problem is all of these nearby
lakes are owned by companies who prefer not to
let us use them. Sure, we'd love to go across the
street and practice on the lake owned by
Westinghouse. It's the perfect size and an ideal
location, but the answer is always the same; the
property owners will not allow it."
Gary Rickard, a member of the UCF crew
team, said the ski team is not looking at the lake
problem logically.
He said, "I'm not against the ski team using
Lake Claire, but they need to take a second look
SEE LAKE PAGE 3

Patrol's job: keep food &drink
from ruining valuable books
by Christina Lee
CENTRAL FLORIDA FVfURE

Three years ago, the Library established a Student
Library Patrol to curtail blatant disobedience of the
library's "no food or drinks
policy."
According to Janice Bain,
head of Access Services, students at that time were eating

and leaving trash all over the
library. "Some patrons were
actually having pizza parbes
in the study rooms," she said.
"Although they're not a policing unit, they're presence
acts as a deterrent," said Bain.
The patrol also monitors the
library en trance between class
changes to make sure no one
walks out with books that have
not been checked out. They
also remind students that

College stations
watch FCC rulinglittle affect on UCF
by Paula Rodriguez

Hundreds of college radio stations have chosen to play it safe while waiting for the Federal
Communication Commission's response to a
broadcaster's petition to change its rules about
what kinds of racy material can be allowed on
the air.
Many local music fans thought ofWUSB, the
State University of New York at Stonybrook's
FM station, as Long Island's hippest radio outlet. The station, after all, often played new,
radical music no one else did. But not any more.
The station's retreat to safP music and programming began last April, when the FCC
revised its indecency guidelines.
The FCC's April revision bars s~tions from

SEE PATROL PAGE6

BAG LADY
Not every UCF student looks as good as this one did during
Friday's Homecoming Parade.

Profs say don't worry
about market era.sh
by Don Wittekind
EDITOR IN CHIEF
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magazines and newspapers
are not to be removed from the
library.
"Ninety percent or higher of
students who set off the alarm
are simply making a mistake.
They forgot to check out the
book they were reading," said
Anne Marie Allison, director of
the library. "The patrol just
reminds them to go back to the

SEE RADIO PAGE 4

CONFETII
• Everyone has ·an
opinion about cats, especially about black
cats. Read Alain Levi's
in-depth look into ·the
myths surrounding black
cats.

,
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The stock market continues
to rise and fall with alarming
uncertainty, and according to
UCF professors the nation's
uneasiness is well founded.
Concerning the economy as
a whole, two of three professors interviewed felt that an
economic recession is on the
way.
"Consumer confidence has
been shaken," said Dr. E.
Theodore Veit, an associate
professor of finance. "There is
most likely going to be less
spending on houses and autos
and other durable goods, and
that's recessionary."
Veit said he thinks the problem is embedded in a rapid
increase in stock prices
coupled with new computerized trading programs.
He said that in the computer programs, many stocks
have set sell prices. That is,
when the price gets low

SPORTS
• Read all about UCF's
upcoming football opponent. Plus, check out
. a feature on Knights'
defensive back Corris
Ervin-he wants it all for
UCF.

enough, the computer automatically sells.
Veit said that this lowers
the price of the stock further,
which may lower other stock
prices.
"Onceitgetsstarted, there's
no way to stop it," he said.
Veit said that in the past,
stock brokers might have
made the decision to buy when
prices dropped. The computers, he said, replace the judgement call with a set formula.
Veit said that while in the
past the government might
have pumped money into the
economy to help revitalize it,
our current national deficit
makes that virtually impossible. ·
"All told, we have a real
serious problem," Veit said.
· Dr. Navel K Modani, an
associate professor of finance,
generally agreed with Veit,
but was a little more optimistic
about the economy's future.
"We have just had a turmoil
SEE MARKET PAGE 5
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Pi Sigma 'E,psi{on
9\lationa{ Professiona{ Organization in Afar/(g,ting, Safes Management and Se{fing

We would like to express thanks to the following organizations
for donating prizes to be given away in this year's

•

•
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BIKEWISER CYCLES
BURGER KING.
BUDWEISER
BOARDWALK & BASEBALL
·BENNIGAN'S
BUDGET RENT-A-CAR
BUSCH GARDENS
COCA COLA
CYPRESS GARDENS
DELTA BUSINESS SYSTEMS
DINO'S PIZZA
FLORIDA EXPRESS
GOLDEN GEMS
HILTON ALTAMONTE
HIS STORE FOR MEN
HOWARD JOHNSON'S (Downtown)
HUNGRY HOWIE'S
HOLIDAY SPAS
HOOTERS
JOHN FLUKE MANUFACTURING
MELONS
MARK TWO DINNER THEATRE
MAR,RIOT
McCOY RESTAURANTS

OLYMPIA GYM (Aloma & Lakemont)
QUALITY INN
PANAMA JACK
PHOTOSOUND
PIZZA HUT

PEPSI
ROBINSON'S
REGAL BOATS
RED LOBSTER (Rt. 50 across from
Mall)
PEABODY
NAUTILUS FITNESS
SHERIDAN MAITLAND
SMITH WILSON Business Systems
WET-N-WILD
BOOKSTORE
COPYTRONICS
X-PERT TUNE
·HOLIDAY INN (lnternationa.I)
LAS PALMAS
SEA WORLD
MICHAEL'S PIZZA
INACOMP
HILTON (Walt Dis.ney World)
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Workers unhapy
about new aprons
by Doris Pfister
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

Controversy has erupted
over the new aprons workers
in the Building Services Department are required to wear.
Building Services Superintendent Patricia Bryant ordered custodial workers and
supervisors to wear the aprons
as a form of identification.
But workers say the yellow
uniforms are degrading and
are safety hazards. The aprons
have been called: "awful,"
"degrading," "ugly," "tacky,"
"hideous" and "embarrassing"
by the workers who wear
them.
Ethel Mason, an assistant
superintendent in Building
Services, said the aprons were
ordered in school colors for
appearance and to keep keys
and pagers secure. Supervisor
Patty Stilwell says the aprons
are a hazard because "the ribbons on the sides get caught
and hooked on doors and cause
workers to get hurt. n
"The keys are a whole different story," said a supervisor.
Bryant paid extra for a hole in
the apron to hold the keys;
however the keys do not fit.
Supervisor Sheila Prarie
said, "The keys fall out, and we
trip over the slinky key chain."
The pagers which the apron
pockets were supposed to hold
are large walkie-talkies which
are too heavy for the pockets to
support. One worker's pager
fell out of the pocket and into a
toilet while she was working.
Workers also complain that
people make fun of the new
aprons. "It is especially humiliating for the men who
must wear the aprons," said
one worker.
Another reason workers do
not like the aprons is because
they do not fit. The aprons
were ordered all in one size;
however, in this case, one size
does not fit all.
One supervisor said that
because the apron was too big

N

on her she always got caught
on doors and handles. "People
are different sizes. If they
(Building Services supervisors) are going to make us
wear the aprons, they should
at least fit."
Another supervisor complained that the aprons were
uncomfortable to wear. Lena
Filteau said the material was
like sandpaper. "My arm was
all red and irritated from the
apron rubbing on my arm. It's
so rough and scratchy."
In one instance while working Filteau was cold and put on
a jacket. She left it unbuttoned
so the apron was still visible.
She was informed that she
would be written up on a referral if she did not wear the
jacket under her apron.
A survey was taken approximately two 'years ago,
and both workers and supervisors voted unanimously not to
have uniforms.
Bryant, herself a former
supervisor, was previously
totally against wearing a uniform.
Stilwell said, "At least the
superintendents could have
called a meeting to ask opin fons about the aprons, even if it
were just among supervisors."
The Building Services
workers were willing to start a
petition on their own time to
get rid of the aprons.
Many students and faculty
had already agreed to sign the
petition, but the workers
feared they would get in
trouble and perhaps lose their
jobs.
Workers also complained
that the aprons began falling
apart after a month of wear.
The told Bryant abcut the
condition of the aprons and
refused to wear them any
longer. Bryant threatened to
write up the workers and take
disciplinary action against
them if they did not wear
them.
The supervisors called for a

SEE APRONS PAGE6

Angela Hyde/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

M-1-C-K-E-Y
UCF's dance team, Satin, does a tribute to Walt Disney World during last week's Homecoming festivities.

as a sport, and I feel with the help of our athletic
director, Gene McDowell, we will achieve that
FROM PAGE 1
. recognition. Mr. McDowell and the Athletic
Department are very supportive. They're
trying to do everything they can to help us take
at the lake. It's entirely too small. If it were the steps in the right direction."
larger, I'd say sure, they deserve to use it. But,
Many students and faculty members say
the point is, it's not large enough and therefore Lake Claire should be used to recreational
th r>v nPPd to con tinuf> t heir s earch.n
purposes.
Ecology Professor Dr. Jack Stout, said that
Crew coach Dennis Kamrad said his team
does not use Lake Claire because it is too small. the lake should be used for swimming, fishing
"Our team has used it in the past. We found it and other recreational activities.
Stout, the Biology Department, and Biologivery convenient but too small," he said.
Rickard thinks that the ski and crew teams cal Science majors would like for others to hear
shoula get together with UCF and offer a lake their side of the issue.
Stout said, "First of all I want everyone to
owner a proposal.
He said, "This. would be great. Our teams know that we have absolutely nothing against
would have a lake of our own. It would probably the ski team. We're proud of the team and we'd
draw more viewers to our practices and compe- like to help them find a place where they can
titions. This of course would mean more popu- practice."
Stout said that Dr. John Osborne, a fresh
larity to the sports."
Kamrad agrees with Rickard. He said it water ecologist, has looked into an alternative
would be great for the two teams to get together lake. He is suggesting that the team consider
Lake Mann.
with UCF and make a proposal.
He said, "The lake has plenty of depth. It is 18
This solution is not without problems,
to 20 feet deep, and it is quite large. It's not too
though.
One problem is that the two teams would far, about 10 miles, and you can take the exhave to practice at different times, since the ski pressway."
Osborne has taken the idea to President
team would create a wake which would interTrevor Colboum, and hopes that Colbourn will
fere with the crew team practice.
But Kamrad said things are looking up for back the idea.
He said, "Dr. Colboum's approval will make
the crew and ski teams. "We're finally being
recognized as a club," he said, "which is better the ski team happy and the Biology Departthan being known as just some groupthatex.ists ment will be able to continue using Lake Claire
on campus. One day we'd like to be recognized for research and teaching."

LAKE

Ii

information on alcohol or to
• UCF SPEAKER
Dr. Daniel Levy, associate ·find out how to become a
professor of Latin-American BACCHUS member, call 281studies at the State University 5841.
ofNew York, Albany, wi 11 present a talk entitled, "Democ- • EDUCATION WEEK
Tribute will be paid beginracy in Mexico?" today at 1
p.m. in the third floor confer- ning Nov. 16 to teachers who
ence room of the Administra- have completed programs in
the UCF College of Education
tion Building.
Levy is also a research asso- with a series of special events
ciate at Yale and co-author of planned to coincide with
"Mexico: Paradoxes of Stabil- American Education Week.
The weeklong recognition,
ity and Change." The program
entitled "Education Expo '87:
is open to all.
Teachers Touch the Future,"
will include luncheons, ban•BACCHUS
Alcohol misuse is a serious quets, briefings for visiting
problem on college campuses Future Teacher of America
today. It causes problems at clubs, special presentations by
school and at home, and is the UCFfaculty and students, and
cause of automobile accidents meetings with area teachers
and injuries. BACCHUS is on the future of education.
Scheduled activities indoing something about it.
They do not condone alcohol. clude a banquet Nov. 16 at
BACCHUS is a student or- which 67 UCF alumni from six
ganization concerned with area counties who received
preventing alcohol abuse prob- Outstanding Teacher awards
lems before they start. For this year will be honored.

Area supervising teachers,
their principals, and UCF intern coordinators will meet for
lunch Nov. 18 when speaker
Hazel Hailey will present
"Teachers Make a Difference."
The week also will be
marked by exhibits of projects
by College of Education faculty
and students on display
throughout the UCF Education Complex.
• TUITION GRANTS
Are you a UCF student looking for an opportunity to share
your knowledge and have a
chance to earn tuition grant
dollars and a $250 scholarship?
Junior Achievement wants
you to become a part of the
business community by working as a volunteer consultant
for the Business Basics program. This program is run in
most elementary schools
throughout Central Florida.
One or two hours a week is

all it takes to be on your way
toward your tuition grants.
For more information, call
Junior Achievement of Central Florida at 898-2121.
•SCHOLARSHIPS
Scholarships are now available to junior, senior or fifth
year engineering stud en ts,
students working toward a
career in material and process
engineering, graduate students in the social or rehabilitative field and Black American students.
Details and applications are
available at the Financiar Aid
Office, or contact Will Shaffner
at 275-2827.
• DIABETES SCREENING
Florida Hospital will offer
free diabetes screenings on
four consecutive Sundays in
November, which is National
Diabetes Month, in cooperation with Channel 9 and the
Ameri.c an Diabetes Associa-

tion.
The screenings will be offered from 1 p.m. to 7 p.m.
beginning Nov. 8 at all three
Florida Hospital campuses,
and from 11:30 a.m. to 5:30
p.m. Nov. 29 at Fl-0rida Mall.
Also, a three-part series
about the symptoms and treatment of diabetes will air on
Channel 9's 6 p.m. News Nov.
4, 5 and 6.
• HAUNTED FOREST
Florida's newest water
theme park, Water Mania, will
present its first annual
Haunted Forest Oct. 29, 30
and 31 from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Water Mania has designed
the scariest and most frightful
Haunted Forest in conjunction
with the UCF Theater Association. Admission is $3 per
person, with a portion of the
proceeds to Qenefit the Wanda
Speer Cancer Fund. For more
information, call Water Mania
at 396-2626.
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«~ SUNGLASSES

20/20 Eyecare Center will give you FREE, one pair
of S.V. plastic prescription sunglasses when you
purchase your regular pair of complete eyeglasses or contact lenses.

I
I
I

Eye examinations on the premesls or bring your prescription.
Order must be accompanied by COUPON & STUDENT l.D.
Not valid with other coupons or discounts
Not valid on prior orders
Includes solid color tint
Choose from selected frames - No Substitutes

I

University Park Plaza (near X-TRA)
411 S. Semoran Blvd. Winter Park

I

·I
Photo Courtesy ol UCF

CEBA II

This model shows what CEBA will look like when finished. The new College of Business
Administratio'tl CCEBA II) is on the left. The existing College of Engineering building CCEBA I) is
on the right.

RADIO
FROM PAGE 1

using "language or material that depicts or
describes, in terms patently offensive as measured by contemporary standards for the broadcast medium, sexual or excretory activities or
organs."
The result was new confusion a0out what
material was OK to use. If a station guesses
wrong, the FCC could cancel their license.
The FCC is responding to the petition to
reconsider the indecency policy.
Meanwhile, the FCC's April rule change
drastically altered programming at some campus stations, which feature experimental
shows and often celebrate the outrageous.
"College radio is at the forefront of doing
things different," said WUSB station manager
Norm Prusslin. "Every time you have to ask
yourself 'can I do this,' that's a chilling effect.
Stations are smart to be cautious, but it stifles
creativity."
University of Vermont Program Director
Dave Smith warns volunteers not to air music

by the Dead Kennedys and other punk bands if
they are not sure the music does not contain
sexual references. "We don't play as much hard
core and rap and that disturbs me a lot," Smith
said. "If someone gets offended, they can turn
off the radio. It's another attemptbythegovemment to censor music. But we don't want to end
up in a legal battle.
According to Station Manager Peter Carroll,
WUCF-FM (88.9) will not be greatly affected by
the FCC's decision. He said WUCF generally
does not have a problem with airing racy material.
"We have a very conservative administration," Carroll said. Like all stations, WUCF has
to be careful about airing the "seven dirty
words" as far as their license is concerned.
WUCF radio programming consists mostly
of classical music, jazz, bluegrass, and types of
alternate programming not offered to the community by other local radio stations. Rock
music is played from midnight to 3 a.m. weekdays.
College Press Seruice was used in compiling this

swry.
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Inc.

Computer Systems
$995.00
Source TURBO System
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Factory Direct at Wholesale
Prices: Proof of Student or •
Faculty standing required.
•
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Full IBM Compatlblllty
1S Mo. Limited Warranty
640K Motherboard with
Parity Check
AT Selectric Type Keyboard
Monochrome T/S Monitor
MGP (Monochrome/
Graphics/Printer ) Card
150 Watt Switching
Power Supply
Panasonic 1080 I
Printer + Cable
Keyboard Selectable
Dual Speed 4.77 or 8 MHz,
Rated 3. 1 on Norton Utilities
Optional 8067
Co-Processor Slot
8 Expansion Slots for
Easy Expansion
2 360K 51 /4. Floppy Disk
Drives

3400 Bartlett Blvd.• Orlando, FL
32811 • (305) 648-0501 • Dealer
Inquiries In Florida, Call Toll-Free:

l:FttU'®ftSource, Inc. aoo-634-46as
......................................................................................... . ................................................ ... .. .............................. .. .. ... . •
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UCF SKI TRIP

..

:

MT. SNOW, VT.
DECEMBER 14- 22 ·
·ghts-5 Days of Skiing

See our Ski Fashion Shows on Wednesday,
noon, in the Wild Pizza and Cpfeteria.
Sponsored by Ski World of Orlando

...

Sign up at the S.C. Main Desk or call 275-2633
···················································································· ········································································· ···· ···· ···············~
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United
Parcel
Servi C·e

I

~

I

Part-Time Positions Available

United Parcel Service will
be accepting applications for
part-time loaders and unloaders.
Excellent Pay - $8.00 an hour.
Work shifts beg.in at 4:30 a.m., 5:30
p.m. or 11 :00 p.m., Monday through ·
Friday workweek. 3 to 5 hours per day.

On the 1ocal level, all three
professors were in agreement
that Central Florida is better
equipped to handle a recession
in the financial market," he than most parts of the country.
· said. "However, that will not
"The effects on the area are
necessarily transfer into an going to be marginal," Modani
economic catastrophe."
said. "Central Florida would
Modani said past history likely come out better than the
shows that a severe financial average for the country."
downturn is usually followed
He said that because
by a recession in the economy, Florida's four major indusbut that only time will tell how tries-tourism, · defense-resevere it will be.
lated work, agriculture and
Dr. Edward Day, an assis- construction-are so divertant professor of economics, sified, there should be be no
said that the crash was little hard-hitting effect on the area.
more than a correction of a
"Central Florida's divermarket that had gone too high.
sified
economy wi11 help it,"
"I don't see much difficulty
for the economy as a whole," he Veit said. "The area will be
said. "the market went up too somewhat affected, but not as
high and it's just correcting much as the industrial Northeast.
itself."
Day agreed, saying, "Cen"No one could explain why it
was going up they way it was, tral Florida is not going to see
and I think that alone points much trouble from what has
out a problem," he said.
happened so far."
FROM PAGE 1

Ray Charles has a disability. Yet
his abilities have enriched us all.

"35 million disabled
Americans want the
same things you WaJJ.t
out of life!'

Please sign up for an interview in
the Career Resource Center,
ADM Suite 124.

We wanl lo use our abilities lo the
fullest. We want to panicipate. That
means being able to get in and oul of
places you want to go if you use a wheelchair; having signs in braille; getting
extra help to do the job you really wanL

Because this is the Decade of
Disabled Persons, the National Organization on Disability urges us aJI to lend
a hand right in our own community.
Let's put our abilities togethersoall
Americans gain.
To find out how you can get involved, call this telephone number now: .

UPS is an equal opportunity employer.

1-800-248-ABLE

U. C. F.

v.s.
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APRONS
FROM PAGE 3

meeting with Bryant and Anthony Blass, director of Physical Plant, to explain that the
aprons were falling apart.
The aprons were collected
after the meeting and will be
sent ~aek to the company for

an exchange. The new aprons
will be in within three weeks,
however the workers.are skeptical of what the new ones will
be like.
Until the new aprons arrive
the custodians and supervisors are content to be working
in the normal clothes and jackets they have been allowed to
work in for years.

PATROL

WE ·HAVE ONLY .
GOOD THINGS
TOSAYABOUT
CANCER OF
THE COLON.
If detected early,
the cure rate for
colorectaI cancer is
very high.
Because we now
·know how to detect
it early. And we
know how to fight it
once we detect it.
Write us for our
simple checkup

CINEMA

UC6

by Staff Director Lori Aman.
12255 University Boulevarde
"Tact and diplomacy are
FROM PAGE l
Across from UCF ·Tel: 277-1454
two qualities we look for in an
applicant. We don't want
circulation desk."
FATAL ATTRACTION· R 2:00-4:30-7:15-9:45
someone who is going to be
The patrol also picks up obnoxious or rude," she said.
NEAR DARK· R 2:05-4:05-6:05-8:05-10:05
trash, pushes in chairs and
NORTH SHORE· R 2:00-4:00-6:00-8:00-10:00
"The patrol does not engage
reports faulty equipment.
in confrontations with stuLIKE FATHER LIKE SON· PG-13 2:10-4::30-7:00-9:30
If a student leaves personal dents because we are not a
FATAL BEAUTY· R 2:15-4:30-7:00-9:30
items on a table, the patrol police or guard unit," said
~uidelines.
MY LIFE AS A DOG (Swedish with
may leave a card warning that Bain. "They will go and get a
English subtitles)· PG-13 2:30·4:45·7:15·9:30
the student is making himself supervisor and he will decide
a target, but they will also what should be done."
watch the items until the stuALL SEATS $2. 75 before 5:30 pm
According to the cleaning
dent returns to the table.
staff, the patrol has been quite
Sr. Citizens and Children through 11 $2.75
"Textbooks are a real big effective. They say they have
at all times/students with l.D. $3. 75
problem during buy back noticed fewer food and trash Get a checkup. Life is worth it.
time," said Bain. "The patrol left around.
makes sure that unattended
Fewer m~uines haw ~~~~~~~~~~~ I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
items are secure."
The patrol also still enforces disappeared, also.
Ifa student has a problem in
the food rule. "Five cents worth
:; PLEASE!
the
library, he or she can reof coke can destroy $500 worth
port it to the patrol.
of books," said Allison.
"We are here to facilitate
JIDUJJ©~&r;;
Students must fill out an
appiication on the 5th floor of students who want to learn
the library to join the patrol. and study," said Aman.
~~~1rJID~&1r
Saturday Vigil Mass
They may also be interviewed

IAMBOCAN

f~~

r·

ST. JOSEPH'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH

w@wrm

6:00 P.M.

Make the responsible choice.

ARENT
YOU

Drinking and getting
behind the wheel
risks your life and
the lives of others on
the road. Driving in
Florida is a privilege,
not a right. Enjoy it
responsibly.

WORTH
IT?

Sunday Masses
8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon
Choir Rehersal
Wednesday, 7:00 P.M.

1501 Alafaya Trail
275-0841

Sponsored by Yellow Cab Company,
AMember of Mears Transportation Group

WELCOME

Write to:.

_,.
McGrUff"
_
Crime Prevention Coalition
,. BOx 6600
_ .. . IWckville, Md. 20850 ~

;

I
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HEWLErT-PACKARD CALCULATORS

'

International Calculator

PLEASE!

Is Now Meeting ANY Discounted Price!
~~ ~!~.Zi~6

lIDlUJ CCI[ILrn;
I

~~!~::fu1r

HP-18C Business Consulant._ _ _ _ _
HP-12C
HP-41CV
HP-41CX
HP-71B

I.

:::

1-::-1
!

1

I

'

;

YiOU
WORfH

~

IT?

I
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HP-llC
HP-15C
HP-28C Scientific Pro Calculator
The Business ConsultantA Whole New Idea In Calculators

NOW ·
n Stock!

'

l

l

'

>l

$149.00
$79.24
$149.75
$217.14
$425.00
$52.38
$79.74
$199.95

INTERNATIQNAL~al8~~~~ter · ·
?914 Corrinne Drive• Orlando, FL 898-0081
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Most in Camelot
don't seem worried
by Wall Street shuffle
With the stoc~ market bouncing around like a
ru.Qber ball, Americans seem to be getting a little
uptight about the nation's financial future. Here at
UCF, though, it seems a great deal of students do not
know what is going on with Wall Street, do not think
it affects them, or do not care one way or the other.
The Central Florida Future took a walk around
campus on Tuesday and asked students how they felt
the stock market "crash" would affect the economy,
Central Florida and themselves.
The scariest part of the whole process was the high
number of college-level students-supposedly
among our society's most intelligent and informedthat either did not know how a crash on Wall Street
might affect them or even care.
Some quotes were:
"I don't have any money tied up in it. I really
haven't given it that much thought."
"I don't really care." (several of these.)
"I have no idea." (even more of these.)
"I haven't thought about it." (a bunch.)
"Just what exactly did go wrong with the stock
market?"
It becomes painfully obvious that many college
students are uninformed and quite happy to stay that
way.
Note that you don't have to have money in the
market to be affected by it, the trickle down effect wil1
eventually catch up with you. Many people who did
not have stock in 1929 but lived through the depression will testify to that.
On the bright side, we did find a few students that
knew what was going on and even had an opinion on
the outcome. The majority was definitely optimistic.
Jim Found, a senior in marketing, said, "If there is
any affect it will be short-term because the stock
market will recover." He said be is not worried about
Central Florida because the area is resilient.
Scott Casamento, a senior in electrical engineering, said, "I think it is going to go back up because
there will be a lot of greedy people buying up the stock
when it is cheap." He mentioned that he is considering investing.
And then there was Mitchell Collins, a senior in
liberal studies who said, "I think there will be some
adverse affects, what exactly I don't know. I do know
that it will affect a lot of other people before it affects
me."
He added, "It worries me when I see stock brokers
running around with buttons that say 'Don't Panic'
on them."
At least it worries someone. Wall Street may be
setting the economic climate for the next several
years arid at UCF at least, interest seems minimal.

.

•

..,
.,

Football tidbits for the bored & tired
Everybody give a cheer for Steve Klein, who
painted his late model sedan black and gold to show
his support for the Fighting Knights. He also slapped
a box of UCF bumper stickers on the thing too.

•••
Have you noticed that Gator billboard on Colonial
Drive which somebody artfully altered into a proUCF sign a few weeks ago? It's been replaced by a rE>'l 1 nerson who strings up a Lizard Lover from the nearest UCF billboard.
"UCF Home Team" billboard.
Chalk up one for the locals. Those ugly lizards are
•••
Hey! It's a growing Knight tradition-key jingling.
on the run.
Fans by thehundreds are jingling their keys during
•••
Speaking ofug1y, there are still a good number of kickoffs of the Citrus Bowl. Thanks to guy named
slimy people wearing paraphernalia from those other Elliot for starting the whole thing. It's a great way for
Florida schools on campus. Five bucks to the first everyone to get in on the festivities ofUCF football.

• TREAT FANS RIGHT .

Editor:
As a loyal UCF fan and student
I attended the UCF Homecoming
football game at the Florida Citrus
Bowl. I also stopped at the Athletic
ticket office and bought three $15
General Admission tickets for my
family. These were the only tickets
the Athletic office had. My son is
only four and my daughter is 9
years old. Same price.
After entering the stadium, we
decided to sit on the west side as we
have done in the past. From experience, we knew the UCF band and
Satin only perform to that side of
~he Central Florida Future
the field which is always 3/4
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Rorida 32816
Business Office (305) Z75-U,Ol, News Office (305) 275-2865
empty. The kids especially enjoy
this part of the show. Although we
never had trouble before we were
Editor in Chief
told we would have to sit above row
Donald Wittekind
five in the upper deck. We thus
Chris Richcreek decided to forget halftime festiviManaging Editor
Tim Ball ties and headed for the east side
Copy Editor
Samantha J. Griffin where we got excellent seats in the
News Editor
Scott Wallin front row.
Sports Editor
Confettl Editor
Art Director
Photo Editor
Publishing Systems Coordinator
Business Manager
Advertising Man~ger
Ad Production Mpnager
Classified Ad Mdhdger
Subscriptions Manager

4

Cindy Cowen

Leslie Jorgensen
Angle Hyde

Brad Grazladlo
Paul Stephenson
Jan·Hemp
Jim Donato

Mike Mccollister
Kelly Darcangelo

•

Opinions expressed In TM Ccn1ral Florida FN111Te are those of the editor or writer and not
necessarily those of the Board of Publications, University Administration. or Board of
Regents. Letters to the Editor must be typed ahd Include the outho(s signature.
major and phone number. Letters ore subject to editing and become the, copy·
righted property of the newspaper. ~ Celllral Florida FMJure Is a free. non-profit. twice
·weekly ne\NSpoper published during the academic year.

.

We realized that as the day
progressed, we would be looking
directly into the setting sun. My
wife, who has trouble with bright
sunlight, had forgotten her sunglasses in our car. I went to get
them. I had to go all the way to the
west side ofthe stadium to speak to
a gate supervisor. He informed me
that I could go out at any time but
stadium policy would not allow me
to re-enter. When I asked to speak
to someone about this poli~y and

my situation, I was told to see a Satin should realize that halftime
policeman. Do the police set sta- is more than 10 minutes long and
dium policy?
should divide the time equally ..
In desperation, I left through playing to both sides of the field.
that main gate, fetched the sun- All major college bands do.
glasses, and returned using my
3) Perhaps the band, Satin and !
student season pass through the cheerleaders could provide some
student gate unchallenged. Do dif- entertainment while the concert
ferent rules apply to our paying is being set up. This would allevifans than to our students? I hope ate boredom.
not.
4) If no one is allowed on the
While on the subject of stadium field while the crew sets up as
policy, I noticed a huge sign at announced, why did our selfish ;a
every gate stating it was illegal to cheerleaders plop themselves
bring food or drinks, especially down directly in front of the stage
alcohol, into the stadium. I while everyone else was restricted
counted 10 empty beer cans and to the stands. Another double "
two Subway wrappers in our standard?
immediate vicinity. If we're going
5) Why must all the small footto enforce one stadium policy (the balls be heaved into the upper ~
no-return rule) why not enforce all deck? Are the cheerleaders trying ~
stadium policies? No one was to prove how far they can throw?
checking any bags brought into Our fans sit in the lower decks
any gate. What kind of double also.
standard exists at the Citrus
6) Could we maybe bring the
Bowl?
floats down and display them
Due to the long day, those who outside the stadium next year?
heeded the no-food rule were
Please don't misunderstand !
forced to eat $2 hot dogs for dinner me. I'll . continue to support the
or go hungry until 8 p.m. if they Knights but I may only listen to
stayed for the concert. No wonder the radio. My family is tired of :t
the stadium doesn't want food being treated as second-class
brought in.
members of the UCF family by the
administration, the stadium, the .;s
Finally, a few suggestions fo~ band, the cheerleaders and everynext year's Homecoming.
one else associated with a great
1) Narrow the reserved seating football team. Ifyou want the fans
area. It obviously cannot be filled to respect the school, the school •·
with paying customers and it re- must respect the fans.
ally looks bad to see such a sparse
crowd behind the home team.
Dean R. Runzel
2) The Marching Knights an~
Electrical Engineering '

•
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by Scott

HALLOWEEN
Costume Ideas For
The Fasionable
UCF Student

I

,.

Hang a parking ticket from your
ear and you will look just like the
average student car.

Tie yourself to a hundred of your
friends for the "add/drop" look.

•

'

I

•

.t,

Wear a lavender striped blazer
and carry a microphone. You'll
frighten many of your friends as
a member of Air Supply.

Sport a Gator shirt and pretend
you don't go to UCF.
note: this is not very original, many
students do this daily at UCF.

marijuana use
aren 1t limited to
hea~ and safety.

A

~n's

weJl-~ng

emotional
may be.

adversely affe.c.te.d,
too! Problems
may incJude:

Personality changes
have been noted in
some people who use
marijuana frequently.
These usually include
loss of energy, ambition and interest in
work. Sc~1oolwork and
job performance often
suffer as a result.

Though marijuana is not
necessarily a direct cause
of mental disorders, it does
seem to bring these prob·
lems to the surface. Using
marijuana often makes
things worse for people who
have minor fears, personality disorders or who suffer
from depression.

Marijuana may interfere with
the development of social
skills. Those who use marijuana as an "escape" may
fail to develop skills needed
to become responsible
adults: the ability to handle
stress, make decisions, form
opinions and r:elate to other
people.

Long-term, heavy users
of marijuana may appear slow-moving and
have difficulty carrying on a conversation.
They may be suffering
from a form of mental
confusion that can't
be corrected.

A.message from the UCF Drug And ~lcohol Awareness Center. A.A. meets Wedensdays!
·----··----···y----·-·-· -· ···········-- - ·-···

········-~-

··~-~

~
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Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sig Eps are looking forward to our Hallow-

een Social with U. AMI. and AXAI Triathlon Sat. 6:00 a.m. at the Housel Pledge
Football Tournament Sun. at 9:00 Ritual
Meeting Sun. at 7:001
Zeta Tau Alpha
Congratulations Jodi
We are so proud of you
Homecoming Queen 1987

Hove a safe and scary Halloween
Alpha Tau Omegd
Tomorrow at 4 p.m. at the house-It's
HAPPY HOUR! Football game Sat.-GO
KNIGHTS! Trick or Treating after the game.
Pledge car wash Sun-See Brlon F. for
details.
Pl Kappa Alpha
Hey cowboys and happy campers once
again our 14th annual fall woodser is upon
us. Buy tickets by Thursday to get drunk
pay you dues to be able to attend thanks
Zeto and Lisa.

Alpha Dena Pl
Congratulations to Homecoming King
and Queen JJ Mandato & Jodi Freeman
Remember Halloween Social tomorrow +
pledge parent day on Sunday Fiesta
Money is due on Monday.
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Congrats Brad S.... Way to roost. Spudl
Intramural football tourney ls next week ...
Check table for details. Con you way TOW
AWAY ZONE? ll<E ... and PROUD TO BElll
Panhellenlc Council
Congratulations to Jodi Freeman + J.J.
Mandato. Homecoming Queen + Khg.
And another congrats to oil the float

winners: flB4> + AXA. ZfA + I:AE. til. +
TJ(E, AEIT. lnterhal CoL11Cll. t.Tt.. Jr.
Panhellenic remember fv1omter Mash
Oct. 31 1Getyourharrvner+nollsreodyfor
the Selvice Project: Al children's playground on Nov. 7 & 8.

llllli!!B
Alpha Epsilon Rho
Attention au RTV. film. jounalism. and
communlcotion majors, gain experience
by Joining the national broodcostlng society meetings Tuesdays 5:00 learning resources lecture room.

Baptist Campus Mlnls1r1es
Everyone Is invited to KNIGHTUTE an fNening of Christian recreation , fun and
friends. KNIGHTUTE is held TN.Jrsday evenings ct 6:30 p .m. In the SOL across from
mailboxes. A BCM actMty ·because we
core about U. •
UCF Role-Playlng Club
We meet Every Frlday night at 6 p .m . In
Phillips HaD Rm# 104. This week we are
running a board game night. We welcome board game, war game. and one
night fantasy adventures.

Make the
responsible
choice.
Drinking and getting behind the wheel risks your
life and the lives of others
on the road. Driving in
Florida is a privilege, not a
right. Enjoy i.t responsibly.

Rent Free. Own bathroom. Goldenrod &
University, In exchange for assisting handicapped male. Call Kevin 677-6247 after 6
p.m.
SHARE . 5 BDRM FURNISHED House with
other Students. PRIVATE room. all utilities.
pool. laundry; 5 miles from campus. nonsmokers only. Call Mike at 273-8764.
Female non-5moker roommate to share
house In Maltlond. Furnished room $175/
mo + l /3 util. Cindy 834-1408.
Non-smoking, seml-5tudlous male seeks
same as roommate. $200.00 a month+ 1/
2 utilities. Access to UCF through Research
Peri<. 2 bedroom 1 1/2 bath. As soon as
possible. Call Bryan at 275-8562 mornings
or evenings.
Roommate wanted
Nice house on Park Ave. Winter Park 3bedroom 2-bath washer+dryer yard $250
+ 1/3 utilities. Coll Murat 647-3112 eves 2815211 days.

Winter Pork Condo - Golfslde VIiias 1
bdrm. Hwy 436 near University. $335/mo.
plus deposit. 645-1630.
Room for rent/master br; bath; wafer bed
(lncl)/ 12 min to UCF/ 327-2737.
COLONIAL LANDINGS
New 1& 2 bedroom apartment homes
• Pool & Jacuzzi
• Tennis Courts
• Rtness Center
• Wosher/Dryer Hookups
• Frost-tree refrigerator w(ce maker
• Self-deaning ovens
• T°""""homes Available
•Romon Tua-Select Units
• Areploces-Select Units
1/4 mle north of Colonlal
on Econlockhatchee Trail

281-6803
Available. beautiful 2 bedroom 2 both
apartments at Forest Highlands. Apts. Cal
282-5657 for Information.

Worid Ser1es/WiN Twins Sowenlrs Many
available-shipped from M inneapolis call
657-9537 Leave 1110$SOge.
'79 Ply Horizon excel running S750; '82 VZ
125 Yamaha competition dirt racer H20

ccx:>led. $350. 365-4480.

Suzuki GS450 '81 Gocx:I Cond w/helmet
moving must sell $650 neg. 277-2212.
Granada '78 Great Car only $850.00 call
or leave message 843-2169.
Camera. Cannon T-50, Excellent cond.
$150 or Best offer. Call 275-4139.

NEED A

77 Pacer6cyl a / c-autexcellentcondltlon
$695 of best offer
75 Plymoth Valiant V8- a/c out rebuild
motor $595 or best offer
79 Pontiac Bonneville V8 excellent condition 5 new tires a/c out new paint cruise
control $1100 or best offer
Call Sam 332-0932.

Excellent Income for home assembly
work. For Info call 504-646-1700. Dept. P307

· BLUE CHIP PC by Hyundai w/512K. par.
serial ports. lFD. Herc. compatible video,
MS-DOS & GW-BASIC ......................... $599
Green Monitor .................................... Sl 19
Zuckerboard Modems ....................... $129
Logltech C7+ Mouse .......... ............... Sl 15
Sullivan 's Computers & Electronics 6586
University Blvd. Suite 4. 679-0042.
11-7 p .m. VISA/MASTERCARD.

AIRLINES NOW HIRING. Fllght Attendants.
travel agents. mechanics. customer seNlce. Listings. Salaries to S50k. Entry level
positions. Call 1-805-687-6000 Ext. A-4628.

1978 VW Sclrocco. for parts $375 or best
offer 293-6664.

Pizza Inn Winter Park needs delivery drivers/cooks. Excellent pay. Need own car
w /proper Insurance. Must be 18 or over
call Mark-days 678-1655.

Hostess wanted for Florida's Finest executive club. Part time flexible hours $15 per
hr. The Boardroom
1231 S.lt 520, Cocoa. Call Margie for Interview 1-631-0585.

Drivers male/female needed 293-6664.

Pink Floyd Tlckets for sole Oct 30 1pr. $80
Ask for Steve 277-1744.
GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1 (U repair).
Delinquent tax property. Repossessions.
Call 1-80~87-6CXXl Ext. GH-4628 for current repo llst.
1985 Honda 450 Nighthawk-Great
cond.-Low mlles-Nlce helmet Incl.
$800. 671-0773 after 6 p.m.
XT - TURBO SYSTEM
IBMCompatible lSOINPowerS1..pply8slot.
AT keyboard, dual speed processor (4.77 /
8MHz),640Kmemory 1360Kfloppydisk.10
MB hard disk, Hercules mono graphics.
amber hi res monitor (T/S). 2 parallel. l
serial port. clock. calendar and lots of
software. Phone #29CM308.
2 Pink-Floyd Tickets cal 647-3112

Air Traffic Controllers
No aviation exp. nee. 18-62K per yr application Info 1-813-254- lATC.

ATTENTION GREEKS!
NationalGreekWeekvocotlonpromoters
wanted. Earn high cormisslons, free Car·
lbbean vacations and olrihe tickets! Meet
people and gain recognition on you
campus os o Nattonol Greek Week Promoter. Col tol free 1-800-525-1638 and
ask for Entertainment TOln.
Eam $480 weekty-S60perhundredclrculors moiled. Guoronteed. Homeworkers
needed to perform mo services. Incentive programs available. Send legal size
stomped self oddre$$0d envelope to
Unted Service of America 24307 Magic
Mtn. Parkway. Suite 306 Valenclo. CA
91355.

Part-time assistant needed for light secretarial and phone work (from 10-20 hours
per week). Will pay S5-S6 per hour. For
more Information. please contact Jim
Eaton at 699-5877.

CAR?

We wlll buy the vehicle you want. be It new. used. foreign or
domesttc at the dealers only auction. We are licensed Florida
Dealer. Once you decide on a vehicle. call us and we will provide
you with the paperwork to take to your bank for your loan approval.
Then we buy the vehicle for you and deliver It with tag and registration. There Is no way to buy a car cheaper unless you become a
dealer yourself.

Alltypesofstudentdocuments.Sameday
seNlce avalloble . IBM letter quality word
processing.
Fast • Professional •Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600
Resumes and cover letters
Designed I Revise¢ /Typed- 657-0079
Typing/word processing: Grad quality
work. editing. technical. 366-0538.
Professional Word Processing

*

*

Student Discount
Documents of any kind
DATA ENTRY EXCELLENCE
740-0227
Winter Park - lmmed. off 1-4

ABORTION SERVICES. birth control Information. pregnancy tests and counselling .
VD screening. low cost. confidential services and general anesthesia. 898-0921
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
Financial old for college is avallable. RESULTS GUARANTEED! Call 1-800-USA-1221
ext0627.

Typing-Don't sacrifice the personal
touch! 21 years experience. Perfection
my speclolty Thesis expert call Susie 2732300 days 647-4451 eves.
REsUMEs/TYPESETilNG
Professional Lasertypesetttng. many types
of documents. Fast turnaround.
Klnko's Coples Across from UCF
Open 7 days a week 658-9518.

RESEARCH PAPERS. 15..278 Avollablel
Catalog $2.00. Reseordi. 11322 Idaho.
#206XT. Los Angeles 90025. Toi free (800)
351-0222. Ex. 33. VISA/tv'C or COD
ABORTION SERVICES
LocalorlVSedatlon. EortyPregnoncyTest.
Morning-ofter treatment. Confldenttol •
Private. woman-owned: A special approach to health core.
Birth Control Center '22-0606
1030 Herman Avenue. Orlando

Experienced baby-sitter Good wltlh lddsof
all ages. Available Monday. Friday. and
Saturday nights. Tuesday and Thl.ISday
momi'lgs unti noon. Reasonable rates.
Call 27f>.4771
PREGNANT?
Free pregn<:rlcy tests. No appointment
necesrory. Pregnancy lnformatton and
referral. Confidential. True Life Choice
Pregnancy Center. 1405 W. Fairbanks
Ave .. Winter Parle 647-1477.
ACCOUNTING MAJORS
BeckerCPA Revtewisplam ngonholdlng
a mock session In Orlando In earty November No obi' atlon. If Interested, cal col·
lect.
(813) 963-7403 ask for Doonle.

Found: Calculator In Dbrary on Thursday
(10-22-87). Call 679-2758 to Identify.

Lost: Sapphire soltalre pinky rlng reward
249-1685.

Experienced tutor for English
(Comp I &II): 657-9537.
Tutoring avalobleforallclossesover lOyrs
experience coll 645-1858

My Darting Kris. Thanks for the best 3mts of
my lifel Let's ploy burrito when we get
home I LW. yolX wonderful. attractive.
lntelllgent. affectionate. witty + modest
wife Tommy I LW UI xxooxxooxxooxxoo

PTUP Family
Thanks for makiig m.; birthday speclal.
K-PTUP
FAST TYPING SERVICE
Welcome back Knlghlsl A. Able Typing is
Introducing a frequent service program.
Save 20% by letting us do a l your typing.
Join now and save. Coll about details.
Quick professional service. UCF's oldest
typing service. Free revisions. Same day
and weekend services. Vise & Master
Card. Oler 16,700satlsfledstudentsond 4
grouches - 671-3002.

Rebecca.
Thermodynamics is funl
Mike
P.S.
There Is a test tomorrow.
Sam,
You need to do something about Brod. If
he looses any more weight. he'll vanish.
When is the wedding?

Mom

Portable radios are
meant for UCF
Football!

Call: 679- 7858 or 629- 7779

MANLEY MOTOR CARS CORP.

CY-l<lSY_
'NOP!E 48

95

..~ IS'J' CI.ASS
IENZ

YEP

2495

BIKEil~~~

Catch the Knights all season as
John Curtis (play-by-play),
Scott Anez (color) and Marc
Deitchman (field announcer)
bring you all of the action!

._

__ ,

Exclusively on
89.9 WUCF-FM!

Cycles
Sponsored by Yellow Cab Company,
AMember of
' Mears Transportation Group

artando.n
ON CAMPUS NEXT
TO THE BOOKSTORE!.

l

TYPING. Fast.special discount. New location. Coll Berny 629-0545.

Dependable, conscientious girls to clean
nice homes In Winter Peri<. Longwood
area. Must have Transportotlon and Experience. Work 8-3 $50'.l per hour. Coll 6990545 Roger Smith.
Cabinet Builders fl.JI! or ~rt time positions
pick your own night hours cdl 677-7227 for
appointment.

PROFESSIONAL lYPING
•One mile from UCF Campus•

Your source for UCF sports.

'

I
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UCF's 9th~rcinked women
~~hoping_ for playoff bid .
~
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11490 E. COLONIAL DR.• UNION PARK
273-4640 •OPEN TUES - SAT 3pm -9pm
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STUDENT
LEGAL SERVICES
Student Legal Services provides
students with an assistance in selected
areas of law such as lanalord/tenant,
consumer, non-criminal traffic and
uncontested dissolutions. You can
receive attorney consultation and
representation free of charge to
qualified students. Call 27 5-2538 or
stop by SC 210 for more information or
an appointment.

Problems ..with?
Landlords?

Need?
A Will?

Insurance?

Name Change?

Contracts?

Uncontested

Police?

Dissolution?

Sludcnt Legal Services is funded through Activity & Service Foea as allocated by
the Student Government of The University of Central Florida

I

I
I

I
I
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by Chris Brady

Rudy. "We had to win ta even be considered."
Michelle Akers and Leslie Suder each scored
goals on assists by Danielle Thomas as UCF
defeated sixth-ranked William & Mary, 2-0.
George Mason, ranked 17th and a Final Four
participant the last three years, also fell victim
to UCF, losing 5-0. Akers, despite a sprained
ankle suffered against William & Mary, and Kit
Conner had two goals apiece
.
wh'l
i e Meli ssa
Fe-llner added one. Jean Varas had three assists.
Rudy said defense was the key to the team's
victories. The defense has five straight shutouts and has allowed only two goals in the last
nine games. Rudy said the defensive play last
weekend allowed for the offense to attack
stronger.
"Our defense had their best concentration of
the year and were well organized," said Rudy of
the weekend wins. "Our offense finally finished
off the goals they had been missing.
"Our team made a lot of progress last weekend. The team attitude. was positive and every~

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTU.RE

Ranked ninth in the nation and riding a ninegame winning streak, you would think UCF
women's soccer coach Jim Rudy should be
highly confident his team will receive a bid to
the NCAA post-season tournament.
But UCF has been burned before so Rudy is
anxiously awaiting next Monday's announcement of the playoff bids.
"I would like to think our chances are good,"
said Rudy. "But from past experience we know
not to get too excited as we have been disappointed three times before."
UCF, 10-4, does have a strong case. Despite
playing a tough schedule, UCF may be playing
as well as anyone in the country right now.
''We had one of the toughest schedules in the
nation," said Rudy. "There are also very few
teams with a current winning streak that can
match ours."
Last year, UCF finished 15-3-1 and was
ranked eighth but did not receive a playoff bid.
One problem last year was a relatively weak
schedule, despite battling top-ranked North one contributed. We developed a lot of characCarolina to a tie. Rudy took care of that problem ter."
this year by scheduling 10 nationally ranked
UCF has done its job. The only remaining
Division 1 teams. UCF beat six of the teams game, Florida International on Nov. 3, is after
with all four of the losses coming to Top 20 the bids are announced. Now all the team can do
teams.
is wait and hope.
UCF defeated two ranked teams last week"I think we should get a bid but a lot of it is
end to strengthen its playoff hopes.
political," said Rudy.
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Student Government

Student Government is funded through the Activities & Servicea Fees a11 allocated by the Student Government of The University ofCentml Florida
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Men of Recordville still cautious
by Paul Owers
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The next logical step should be a simple
matter of math.
Add up the numbers of the past two UCF
games and realize that the Florida Citrus Bow 1
had better make some quick alterations to its
scoreboard to accommodate triple digits.
yes, it's been that amazing.
Just follow the path of the fallen football
records the past two weeks. In that time, quarterback Darin Slack has thrown for 12 touchdowns while Bernard Ford has broken and rebroken the record for most yards gained by a
UCF wide receiver.
Freshman running back Mark Giacone has
complemented the passing attack by averaging
six yards per carry (43 carries, 278 yards).
In short, it means that UCF (5-2) has outscored its previous two opponents by a combined 97-17 count. It would appear that there is
little to worry about, but in a season that has
been spent with one eye fixed on the scoreboard
and the other on the Division II polls, Head
Coach Gene McDowell cautions against overconfidence:
"Consistency is the deal," he said. "We have
a tendency to get complacent when we get
ahead, and we can't do that."
The Knights, winners of three straight, will
get their chance to right any wrongs Saturday
in the Florida Citrus Bowl when they face
Grand Valley State at 7 p.m.
. The Division II Lakers (5-3) are coming off a
28-13 victory over 18th-ranked Hillsdale College, a team that won the NAIA national championship two years ago and made it to the

"Consistency is the deal. We
have a tendency to get complacent when we get ahead,
and we can't do that."
-Gene McDowell
UCF Head Coach
semifinals last year. However, Grand Valley
State is well aware of the UCF offense and its
capabilities.
"They're very talented," said Laker Coach
Tom Beck, who boasts a 107-44-1 career record.
"We'd be fools not to be concerned."
Grand Valley State is quite content with its
offense, namely quarterback Guy Schuler, and
is confidenthe can counteract the Slack-to-Ford
combination.
"Schuler's a little more physical [than Slack]
and a little bigger," said Beck. "He's an intelligent young man and a dedicated player."
Beck added that Schuler is light on foot and
can avoid a rush by scrambling. He added that
"we have to move the ball consistently."
Ford, meanwhile, is looking forward to facingt'he Laker secondary, a unit he says, "doesn't
use very good techniques. We're gonna go deep,
go short, and take anything they give us."
A victory for thP Kni!!ht~. currPntlv rnnkPn
11th, tied with Mankato (Minn.) State, would
continue their winning streak and convince the
poll voters that this is a Top 10 team.
"We'll have to win every week," said McDowell "If we win, we deserve to be in the playoffs,
and if we lose, we don't.
"Ifwe move up one every week we11 be there."

Saturday, Oct. 31, 7:00 pm :~

l: Kickoff:

l~q~~~,;~t1itg~~-#.ISYllB?ff!Ge!Q:'
: coaches:
i

Tom Beck, GVS (107-44-1) ,.
Gene McDowell, UCF (14-14)

Game coveroge:;:::::,/0(,,PvfP~n.)/.y'UC~'. f:fyF .(~~+9) 3

." Tape deloy 09 C:?bl.~Y,!$~2.R <%:.Pr:34J~,S>:.J·;,~:3f1
·§: }~:~:~H;:./ :~;:;;,;·:~r,~=;- Pla v_
eu'_J9}yo tc ;;·?:~ ~:;iffii',:~;;·i.~?'ffe.?h~~~w
UCF ~·1 ·1 OorfnS!aq~t (QB)~ff~)l 39~:of 269~ ~02ZNdKf20 ro&.;:

tt,, .:,

UCF#·e $<3mard Ford·0NR) ,~ 63 cpfches~, ·1.o~~:Yo~; :q l'JDs'~
UCF #4 t Mork GTocone CR6) -~··A3 carrles:: · 278\rtjs.~ OTO$ ..
UCF #56JVtlke Coad (LB)...tt.!,~100tackles:~ -_Unterceptidn~
GVS .#.ci.GJy Schuler. CQB);~f:;joa Qt 191; t6l'fr:~Y~s;::~' 1~t·n:k··
GVS #85 Ray Buckner (RB) .. ~=~~. 141 carries, 49}y$.':~2TDs:,.,

_GVS #34 Mike Smits~>: ~:· ~::.t.~:~?:Fr,::t::··?~:~,~h:ir/xJ t.aG~~

Ervin quickly becoming hot pro prospect
But defensive star's No. l
priority is Division II playoffs,
agents will have to wait
by Scott Wallin
SPORTS EDrTOR

Corris Ervin has his
priorities straight. Make
no mistake about it.
Sure every NFL football team, except for the
Green Bay Packers, has
contacted the UCF defensive back. And sure there
CORRIS ERVIN
are six professional
agents drooling over his 4.3 speed (in the 40-yard
dash) and excellent tackling ability.
But hold on. Ervin has put the agents on the back
burner, and as for Green Bay, "it's too darn cold up
there anyway."
See, Corris Ervin has narrow tunnel vision. He has
set his sights on UCF (5-2) going to the NCAA
Division II playoffs. After that, then he'll talk.
"The agents are concerned over whether or not I've
chosen one over the other," Ervin said. "Right now I'm
concentrating on the remainder of the season. I know
what I want and my priorities are for the team.
"I don't care about them (the agents) calling, but
the team comes first. It was UCF before the agents
and our goal is the national championship."
Enough said.
For Ervin, there couldn't be a sweeter ending for
what originally appeared to be a grim christening
between him and UCF. Ervin, who enrolled in 1984,
wasn't overly enchanted with the school after arriving via Pompano Beach.
Even before UCF, Ervin never gave the thought of

Ervin, but fortunately for UC F, grades held him from }
attending a big-time school. UCF took a gamble on
him and it paid off. Ervin received help from tutors
and had an immediate impact on the playing field.
But college football wasn't at all what Ervin had
imagined. UCF was coming off a 5-6 season and the
school received little notoriety. Few pro scouts cared
about the happenings on UCFs field, much less what '
Corris Ervin was doing.
"I had a bad rapport with the coaches and I lost
interest in football," Ervin said. "I called home and ~
told my 'old man' (father), "don't be surprised to see
me. I'm going to go talk to the coach one more time
and see if we can work something out.' "
UCF coaches held his interest long enough for
Ervins' savior to appear after the '84 season. New
head coach Gene McDowell and company entered the ..
scene. Out with the old and in with the new. Football
again became fun and through the staff's guidance,
Ervin has become a bona fide pro pick. The woodworking will have to wait.
"This staff has a knack for winning," Ervin said.
"They have what it takes to make a player believe in
himself. They take adversity and overpow~r it."
Ervins' desire for pro ball is enhanced each time
he thinks of his father. See, his diabetic mother
passed away in 1983 and his father has since had to
struggle.
"You can ask anyone and they'd say that they want
to play pro ball for themself," Ervin said. "If I ever j
make it big, I want to help him out."
Oddly, it was Ervins' mother who t.. . "'.- ~ouraged
Carris to play football. She asked her s~ · ./s boyfriend, a little league coach, to take Carris out to JI
practice. Ervin developed a love for the game that
isn't about to slow.
"[My mom] got me started into football, when most "'
mothers would say, 'I don't want my son to get hurt.'
I guess she knew something that I didn't know then."
Probably the same thing that NFL scouts know ~
now. Corris Ervin is and will continue to be a winner.
~

Joe Weinsteln/CtNii<hl FLORIDA FUTURE

Corris Ervin (#42) has smothered enough opponents this y or to catch the attention of many NFL
scouts.
I

J

playing college football a second look. He was content
on expanding his interests in woodworking.
Then the letters started rolling in .. University of
Pittsburgh. s*acuse University. Kansas.
~But I had"n'o interest in going to college," Ervin
said. "I went to high school just to go and I was good
at whatever I played. That was it. I never looked at
making a living out of football."
He deci~ed to give it a chance. Unfortunately for
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by Alain Levi

UOh yes, he says to me as though t e
explanation were enough to ease my dissatisfaction, "Happy likes red meat."
H

When I first left home I moved in with Eric,
his brother, and their two cats. It was
Gainesville 1983 and the world was young
and.fresh. and I still had the naive notion that
cats werejust like any other pets except that
they could jump higher.
A week later I was defrosting hamburger
when I entered the kitchen tofind Happy, the
22-pound black cat, sitting happily atop the
counter eating the raw beef.
." Your cat is eating my hamburger," I tell Eric.

Opinions about cats are older than history. The Egyptians, those wild and wacky
people who built a billion-pound cat, worshipped the feline species with the same mad
ferocity. If you killed a cat in Ancient Egypt
you would not only be put to death, but
people would shave their eyebrows in mourn-
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in '87
by Diana E. Della Costa

History has a way of repeating itself and gentlemen
still prefer blondes. This is
the premise of the play.
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes

adapted from the book by
Anita Loos, now playing at
The Mark Two Dinner Theater in Orlando.
Director Mark Howard
introduces the show by reiterating what a customer told
him about the show. The
customer said the show is
definitely not about the feminist movement. His reply
was. "that was then and this
is now."
However, the audience
chuckles through the production s~t in the eeirlv
1920s as some things never
change- boy still meets girl.
The story line unfolds as two
young ladies board a cruise
liner for Paris. Lorelei Lee
from Little Rock leaves her
flancee behind for reasons
beyond her control which
only get her into trouble later
on. She's played by Molly
Pesce (Miss Florida 1986)
who gives a delightful performance of the "dumb"
blonde who really knows
what she's doing. Pesce's
powerful voice adds an extra
quality to her stage performance.
Her bosom buddy, Dorthy.
characterized so naturally by
Angela Angel. helps plan
their escapades on the ship
since they find the passengers to fascinaUn~ to be left

alone. The passengers include the 1924 Olympic team
and several wealthy tycoons.
Both girls set their sights on
someone and Lorelei finds
herself in a love triangle with
her prosperous butt on
manufacturer boyfriend and
an equally rich zipper manu facturer.

When Gus, her finance,
convincingly played by Rick
Forrest. joins them in
France. he demands to lmow
the details of Lorelei's secret
past. They argue and part
C'nmp;:mv fnr ~wh qp. Meanwhile Dorthy finds her own
wealthy beau. Tony Triano
does a terrific job portraying
Herny Spofford as a ..likeable
stuffed shirt."
To complicate matters
Lorelei, while still on board
the ship, buys a diamond
tiara from Lady Beekman
with borrowed money from
Sir Frances Beelonan, Lady
Beelrman's husband. Virginia Light and Richard
Gowan play the Beekman's,
and it's obvious they are both
veterans of the stage. Light
also designed the show·s
costumes which depict the
flapper era of the '20s
While they are in France,
two detectives are hired by
Lady Beekman to recover her
SEE BLONDEs PAGE 5

card from one deranged relative; either
she's under the impression that marriage is a fate as bad as death or some
There's nothing like a wedding to
grieving family elsewhere is pw..zling
throw a family into complete turmoil.
over an RS.V.P.
My sister, bless her poison dwarf little
rve tried lo keep a low profile in the
heart, is taking her vows, but just to
make it interesting and get more gills, to tell the groom something? Don't most hopes of being overlooked, but somehow my name found ils way onto the
she's decided to tie the knot in England. horror movies start this way?
I knew it was going to be a fiasco when guest list. This wouldn't be a problem if
Now don't get me wrong, I love my
sister to death, but I have to wonder it took almost a year to track down her she were gelling married in Georgia or
about the sanity of any bride who tries priest. I too would have hidden myself in Florida but now the pressure is on me.
to arrange a wedding by remote control a small parish in the North of England I'm expected to show up dressed as per
and telephone. The groom is no help at rather than preside over the ceremony specifications, with t.he required presall, and I suspect his major contribution she has planned. Only she would pick ent in hand at the arranged time,
to the effort Js being conducted daily in bride's maids by hat size. Who else somewhere ln England! The vast capithe pubs of Southern England and would think of sending her dress over tal outlay entailed ln that little scenario
consists mainly of what brand of beer disguised as a bicycle so she wouldn't is enough to make any student cringe
would be most suitable for consumption have to carry it. The logistical problems and that's not even taking into account
at the reception. Another reason I'm are small disasters wailing to happen. the damage done by missing a week's
skeptical about her state of mind is the How many guests are coming? No-one worth of classes. Do I sound a lilt.le
date she has chosen for this extrava- knows. The invitations went out eight unreasonable?, a little unfeeling?
ganza. Who gets married on Halloween? weeks ago and we got more replies than Quite probably. My brother can't
Is this her idea of humor? Is she trying invitations. We received a sympathy go .. .he has Pink Floyd lickets.

by Paul Price

Hunky Dory

ing (Ofthe cat). The Ancients,
Africans, Easterners and
Scandinavians all had silnilar reverence for cats. each
with their own feline goddess
who carried the souls of
human dead, or encouraged
fertility, or just occasionally
came to Earth for some mischievous fun.
But with the rise of Christianity, pagan worship was
discouraged to the point of
near extinction and the cat,
especially the black cat. became undoubtedly the most
abused animal ever to have
prowled the Earth.
Most superstitions con·ceming cats have to do with
either luck, death. or the

weather. The most known of
these is the fear that if y0u 're
walking and a black cat
crosses your path left to right
then its bad luck. Though the
origin of this superstition is
forgotten we can suspect
that the inherent evil attached to the black cat is the
product of the witch hunts of
the Middle Ages. The devil
was synonymous with the
cat's satanic looks and movement. And who would want
the devil crossing his path.
Another superstition that
survives is the one that
claims cats suck away the
breath and life of babies. As
everyone who has ever done
laundry knows, cats love
warm, soft places. and what
could be warmer and softer
,than a baby's crib? But be-

fore this century it seems
·that conne( t ion was never
made.
Superslitions deal with a ·
human inability to deal with
the future. and this is particularly true of the weather.
According to superstition, by
closely watching cats one
can deduce wind direction,
rain, lightning, and hail.
Though the superstitions
are all too ludicrous to be
listed in this space one can
predict rain by seeing if a cat
is licking its rear paws before
its front, if the cat sneezes, if
a woman is beating her cat,
or if someone stops a cat from
singing before its song is
done.
Why the blac~ cat and not,
say. the dalmatian. become
the object of deadly serious

• CHARLIE DANIELS
Charlie Daniels and will appear
Oct. 30 at The Brevard County
Fair. Advance grandstand tick·
ets are available at Select-A-Seat
locations for $12. The fair features a variety of entertainment
in the grandstand and throughout the fairgrounds. In addition
to Charlie Daniels, fair organizers plan to have professional
wrestling matches, a demolition
derby, chili cook-off and con. certs.

• NIGHT RANGER

Marriage in England not for me

CATS FROM PAGE 1

Calendar

superstition is again a question whose answer is somewhere in the forgotten
swamps of pre-history. Reverence for cats has a lot to do
with their eyes. The moon.
which is an important
element in many pagan religions. also inspired worshippers to see the similarity of
the waxing and waning crescents in the cat's unique
pupils.
The dark of night, the time
for the dead to walk and
moan. is coincidentally the
same time that cats like to
midnight ramble. And the
witchmania of the middle
ages didn't help. Cats were
considered "familiars"- animals who were sort of like a

SEE CATS PAGE 7
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On Nov. 6 at 8 p.m. Night Ranger
will appear in the Grandstand at
The Brevard County Fair. Tickets are $ 12 and available at all
Select-A-Seat ~utlets . The advance ticket price includes the
$3.50 admission price to the fair.
For information call 639-3976.

• FWRIDA SYMPHONY

On Nov. 21 at 4:30 p.m. the
Florida Symphony will give a free
concert at Mercado Medltenanean Shopping Village. The
event is scheduled to kick off
Mercado's holiday season. Admission and parking are free.

•ARrCENTER

The paintings of Orlando artist,
Nancy Jay, will be on exhibit
from Oct. 31 through Nov. 29 at
the Maitland Art Center. The
gallery ls open daily to the public.
Nancy Jay's work is expression·
istic, with an emphasis on the
use of color. For informatlon call
645-2181.

•

•DANCE
The Tampa Ballet will appear on
Oct 31 for one performance at 8
p.m. at Annie Russell Theatre.
The Tampa Ballet features exceptional principal dancers, a
dynamic corps de ballet and a
repertory of lavish and exciting
works such as Raymonda, The
Dying Swan, Ricordanza and
Afternoon of a Faun.

• CIVIC THEATRE

Civic Theatre will present the
hilarious English farce Noises
Off by Michael Frayn, on the
Edyth Bush Theatre stage at the
Civic Theatre comples in Loch
Haven Park on Nov. 6-22. 'This
production Is sponsored in part
by the generous support of
Shearson Lehman Brothers.
Tickels are $10 for Wed., Thurs.
and Sun. performances, $11 for
Fri. and Sat. Performances. For
information 896-7365.

,'

• SCIENCE CENTER

The Orlando Science Center will
present a special show, 'The
Magic of Science, " at Flea World
on Halloween, Oct. 31. Viewers
will be treated lo man-made
lightning, hair-raising electric
fields, and more awesome scien·
Ufic phenomenon. Showtimes
are 11 a.m. and 2 p.m. Flea
World is located on highway 17·
92 between Longwood and San·
ford. For Information 896-7151.

•LEU GARDENS

Leu Gardens will be offering a
class entitled, "Cold Protection
Techniques", on Nov. 10 form 10
a.m. to Noon. Class will be held
in the Garden Colt.age at Leu
Gardens. Cost is $5 for members
and $7 for non-members. Regislratlon .is required. For informa·
tion 849-2620.
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After sticking it out, Julliet gets big break
by Marla Tritt

They say good things come
to those who wait, and in the
case of the band, Julliet, this
couldn't be more true. Origi.nally scheduled to begin
work on their debut album in
August of 1986, then rescheduled to September and
then November, Julliet's wait
has certainly been a long
one. Yet, not wanting to dispel any beliefs, not only good.
but great results came from
the wait in the form of Kevin

Dubrow, lead singer of rock
'n' roll's super band. Quiet
Riot.
·
Dubrow actually had a
little push to come to the
rescue of Julliet, however.
Understandably impatient
as a result of the extenuating
circumstances surrounding
their numerous studio post-

ponements, Kenny McGee help Quiet Riot was Quiet bands and had been playing
showed up at a Quiet Riot Riot," Du brow reflects. "So I for many years, Julliet's exconcert in . St. Pete in late always felt that if I could do perience mainly rested in the
1986. Julliet's lead singer for somebody, what nobody bar scene. Made up of lead
then, with demo-tape in did for us .. .I would." And singer Kenny McGee, (forhand, was insistent. "When nobody deserved that help merly of Lefty), keyboardist
Kevin Wilson (from both
are you going to listen to my more than Julliet.
Comprised of South Nova Rex and Taboo). drumtape!" McGee recalls asking
Dubrow. Well, Dubrow lis- Florida's most gifted and mer Morgan Evans (ofDorian
tened, and liked what he experienced rockers, th.ese Gray fame), guitarist Jimmy
heard so well that he re- veterans certainly had the Delisi and bass-player Ty
turned to Tampa between talent and desire to conquer Westerhoff (the only two who
legs of the Riot Tour to dis- a new frontier for them, the had played together in Z
cuss details of Julliet's first studio. Ironically, although Toys), Julliet needed
project. The rest is on vinyl. the members of Julliet came
'The only people to ever together fr
various clubSEEJULLIET PAGE 5
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A SCIENCE
FICTION
CLASSIC ...

Double Feature
Thursday Oct. 29 9pD1
in the SAC
CREATURE FROM THE
LAGOON (IN 3-D)
IT CAME FROM OUTER SPACE
(IN

3-D)

Free 3-D Glasses!
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White Lion brings new idea
to secular heavy metal: God
by Steve J. Pustelnyk

l~[J~ Don't lake Your Organs To Heaven
r;,:;1

Heaven Knows\t\e Need Them Here.

II . •
~
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Listeners find themselves singing the likes
of Waitjust a moment before our love will die/

COCOA

1•95·520

White Lion; Pride

Cause I must know the reason why we say
goodbye/ Wait just a moment and tell me
What have we become/ J .u st look what we why/ Cause I can show you lovin' that you
have done/ All that we destroyed/ You must can't deny.
build again/ No more presidents I And all the
The band is a cross between Poison and
wars will end/ One Wlited world/ Under God. Stryper, a nice medium between the two, with

This is not a quote form a classic Shakespearean sonnet, but since when have you
heard such ideas corning from a heavy metal
band. It's actually a new concept for a nonChristian heavy metal band to mention God
in a positive way.
The band's name is White Lion and there
debut album, Pride, is sure to be a success.
The lyrics from the above song are from the
song, "When the Children Cry." the mellow
closing cut on one hard hitting album.
"When the Children Cry" is an emotional
plea for our generation to save the world for
our children. The song is fed by acoustic
guitar and. powered by a mid-song electric
guitar solo. The song ends the album leaving
the listener with something to think about.
Every song before it, however, is a dillerent
story.
The first single, entitled "Wait" is on M1Vs
light rotation schedule and has an excellent
chance at breaking out.
The song begins with an acoustic guitar
intro that quickly turns to head banger
heaven. "Wait" is filled with hooks that are
quick to gain listeners favor.

a sound all their own.

Alb~ms

CHARLIE DANIEI..S BAND

THE CHARLIE DANIELS BAND

"Tell Me" is similar to Bon Jovi's teenage
love song, "Never Say Goodbye," and just as
good.
We held each other tight/ And ran away
into the night/ Oh baby you were so afratd/
We knew we couldn't slay/ Our parent.s
didn't understand/The love we had iogelher.

This song plays on the emotions and
memories of teenage love affairs and is quite
good at it.
All the songs are catchy starting with
"Hungry" which kicks off the album wilh a
vengeance that doesn't end until the very last
song.
Truthfully, the band is little else than
another heavy metal band. But for fans of a
little hard rock and roll, Pride is an album
worth buying.

DRINKING AND DRIVING
CAN KILL A FRIENDSHIP.

Fri., Oct. 30, 8:00 PM
Sponsored by SLIM JIM ®&
K792 FM $12/person
Don1 miss this "legend" of Country Music!

•

NIGHT RANGER

OCT. 31st

NIGHT RANGER

BREVARD'S
BIGGEST
HALLOWEEN PARTY
Over $1,000 in cash &
prizes for the best
costume. YOUTH -

Fri., Nov. 6, 8:00 PM
Sponsored by:
BJ·105 FM
& AGREE

$12/person

TEEN - ADULTS
VARllETY 107
STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN

STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN
& Double Trouble
Saturday, November 7, 8:00 PM
Sponsored by: WDIZ FM
$12/person
FOR INFO: 639-3976
SA VE WITH ADVANCE
GRAN DST AND TICKETS
AT SELECT-A-SEAT

,,

Management Associate Program

~

I

Financial Security Corporation of America,
a Maitland-based financial services
organization with an exciting atmosphere for
motivated individuals with the determination
to succeed, would like to talk to you about an
opportunity In the Financial Services Industry.
The Management Associate Program offers
training leading to positions in:

25°/o Discount on
Other Services
EXECUTIVE
SUPPORT
CENTERS, INC.

• Regional Recruiting
• Home Office Personnel
• Junior Partner Sales
Interviews will be held on campus November 2
and November 16. Sign up in the Placement Office
or call Don Steelman at (305) 628-8850
for a personal interview.

(located in The Central Florida Research Park)

II

Financial Security Corporation of America
Glenn H. Martin, Chairman
Financial Security Center 341 N. Maitland Ave., Maitland, Florida 32751
305-628-8850
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Detoach's

MEAT MART - UNION PARK
QUALITY MEATS FOR EVERY BUDGET
· LET US HELP YOU WITH YOUR HALLOWEEN PARTY
Meats • Produce
Deli Items • Salad Items o Seafood

-11111r11111

275-9692 • TOWER PLACE SHOPPING CENTER
1.5 Ml. west of Alafaya Tr. 10376 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando, FL 32817...

-------------------------1

Term Paper Due Tomorrow?
Call Us, We Can Help!

26'~
TERM

Executive
Services
Business Center
Holiday Inn
UCF Area
12125 High Tech Ave.
Orlando, FL 32817

249-1263

Over Matter," a tune with a funkier beat than
the original melodic "Baby Blue." Yet, the
finished product does not seem rushed, at
Du brow's studio experience to add a touch of all, the work merely went that smoothly, a
polish to their raw talent.
rarily in the studio.
Dubrow then recruited Quiet Riot drumAfter the recording, there was plenty of
mer Frankie Banali to assist with the project. time for the boys to be boys. Dubrow watched
Dubrow and Banali worked so well together as Westerhoff and Belisi clowned around
and with Julliet, that the basic tracks for the with some dance steps. "You know, Van
album were laid out in a paltry four days. Halen used to do that when they first
Production started nearly a year ago in the started," Dubrow remembered. Is this a reinfamous OP rock club in Daylona Beach. flection thatJulliet will becom~ as big as Van
Dubrow frantically scrtbbled notes on cock- Halen. Du brow replied with a huge grtn,
tail napkins while listening to Julliet's live "Bigger! Much bigger."
performances. During the day Julliet would
Although, Julliet is back on the bar circuit
rehearse suggested changes and play them and hasn't reached Van Halen status as of
live at night only to be further revised by this writing, they continue to put on a terrific
Dubrow. Bit by bit, the sound came together show. Incorporating both ever-popular tunes
and Dubrow came up with the title track for with several originals, Julliet's show is viJulliet's premier album, Boyz WiU Be Boyz. brant and refreshing. Julliet has that profesThough boys will be boys as the tired sional, polished finish that was missing from
saying goes, there was a seriousness in the their show years ago. Julliet's raw energy and
studio. Recorded at Morrisound sludio in talent has been refined and the result is a
Tampa, Julliet had to put their vices aside for clean, solid show without losing any of their
some time and make those absolutely neces- individuality. style or chartsma. Continuing
sary last minule changes. In fact, at the to pack the house wherever they go
studio, Julliet decided to scrap one of the (Sweeney's was no exception this past week).
songs, "Baby Blue," and rewrite another. it won't be long before Julliet leaves the club
Ninety minutes after this decision Julliet, circuit and starts a major concert tour. So,
Dubro~. and Banali came up with "Mind
look out Van Halen, Julliet is on their way.

JULLIET FROM PAGE 3

PAPER

~~~1--~2-~- i
. ,.•·1..

~:

•:<·

We offer word processing, a laser
printer (for a truly professional
look), computer graphics, a scanner and Desktop·Publishing. We
also have a Harris 3/M copy
machine with color (red &b blue)
capabilities. We are located in
l.he Holiday Inn right across from
UCF (behind the UC6 Theaters).

-

BLONDES
FROMPAGE2
tiara from Lorelei and all
bedlam breaks loose. In the
midst of it all Lorelei wins
back the aifection of Gus.
But before they can be married she must win the approval ofhls falher. She cleverly does so with a plan to
popularize buttons over zip-

SPECIAL DISCOUNT
RATES FOR STUDENTS.

pers.
Throughout the production scenery changes are
made quickly as you are
transported from the deck of
an ocean liner to a street
scene in Parts to a room in
the Ritz Hotel. The lighting
helps set the mood for each
act. To accent what is taking
place. strong but not overbearing piano playing can be

heard in the bac.kground.
The rest of the cast compliments the show well and the
dance routines are skillfully
executed. This theatrical
piece first opened on Broadway in December of 1941. It
reflected a sign of times then,
and still does today with its
most popular number, "Diamonds are a Girl's Best
Fliend."

FOR 20 MILLION PEOPLE, IT'S ONEY IN THE BANK.

TALKING

EVERYONE

• • •

... COME SEE WHAT THEY'RE TALKING AB.O UT!

10 °/o DISCOUNT.

UCF

STUDENTS
FACULTY
STAFF

(ID REQUIRED)

[1N] ~ ·.~.

--&.............····'?.#

lv1s1 · I

/University ·s hoppes
__
.,,._.,...,,,,_ _

~"-

- - - - - -.

balloons & treats

University Blvd. at Alafaya Tr.
(Next Door to UC6 Cinema)

277-4141
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•

STUDEN-T GOVERNM-ENT
comes through for you!

•

•

.We will be providing a
~Bus Ride to the

Florida A & M
game on

·November 14th.
Tickets to the game and
for the Party Rid~ will be
available next week
while they last!!

Watch The Central
Florida Future for
more details.

DESTINATION:
Tallahassee

Student Gilvemment is funded through the Activities & Services fees as allocated
by the Student Gilvernment of The University Of Central Florida

DISCOUNT TICKETS

AVAILABLE

AT

THE

Kl OSK
J

•
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CATS FROM PAGE 2

•

When the Knights Win... You Win!
UCF STUDENTS AND FACULTY MEMBERS CAN RENT 2
MOVIES FOR THE PRICE OF 1, EACH & EVERY WEEK
OUR FOOTBALL TEAM IS VICTORIOUS.

ltmb VIDEO RENTAL
11490 E. Colonial Dr.
Union Park

d

"In Shakespeare's time it was a custom to
put a cat in ajar of soot and then hang it on
a line and shoot at it. Ifa man could break the
jar without spilling the soot or killing the cat,
it was a lucky sign, otherwise the reverse."
Or: "To stumble over a cat in a dark room,
is a sign that you will soon dine at a wedding."
The Irish have a superstition that helps
explain a lot of their political problems; they
believe that cats in Ireland have a king and
hold regular parliamentary meetings.
Though today cat superstition has been
replaced with either adoration or a hatred
that manifests itself in such books as One

witch's pet but on a more demonic scale. It
was thought that at night a witch would
possess ils ·familiar's body and go crawling
about at night. One story tells of a man soon
to be wed who finds a black cat crawling
through his cottage and breaks its back. The
next day he discovers his bride-to-be lying in ,
her bed.
"So you're a witch," he says, noticing her
broken back.
She nods, moans, and dies a few days.
later.
·
The English have an especially hard time Hundred and One Things to Do with A Dead
dealing with cats. Their minds are full of Cat , many of us who have experienced life

.

(

pedin. of Superstitions:

h

~~~~~~n~~~t~o~o~r~t~o~t~e~P~h~o~t~o~g~ra~p~h~y~S~~~d~i~~~~ran~wp~~~mc~remin~n~~~ wifuac~~htho~~theSoc~fy~the

-

·

• Free Garden Salad with purchase of 2 dinners
with ad.
• Rick Bennett Singer/Guitarist & John Carpenter Sunday night 8-12 PM - 50¢ Drafts & $1.50
Coronas.

365-5087

I
I

•

cats, but white cats. According to an 1894
monument to fear and silliness, The Encydo-

Prevent Cruelfy to Animals could be hung in
a bag of soot and shot at repeatedly.

..
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CELEBRATING OUR
FIRST ANNIVERSARY!
featurrng
Cantonese, Mandarin,
Szchuen,Hunan
Private Parties To
Accommodate 35

·-------------------·
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

I

B
fl

I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I
I
I
I
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I
I
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best autlientic Cfiinese
1(estaurant on tfie east sUe of town!
'Ifie

LUNCH from ~.75
DINNER from $4.25

I

I
I
I
I

"'

An Outdoor Adventure
1
: The ULTIMATE Fraternity Challenge :

1

i

lldll~illi~,=~·

: Brevard
I (305) 639-2024

•

281 - 1864
reservations suggested

i

11786 East Colonial Drive
Alafaya Village· Orlando, FL

~

Orange/Seminole
(305) 422-3363 I

j

~

N

M-F: 11:00 - 10:00 • S&S: 11 :30 - 10 P.M.

f

UCF

HWY. SO 4:

•

·-------------------·
That Student Government made a mistake!
We misinformed you last week, here is our corrected information.
1.
2.
3.

The professional judgement of an instructor in assigning a grade.
Traffic and parking tickets issued for an alleged violation.
Disciplinary actions taken by the university.

STUDENTS DO NOT HAVE A RIGHT TO DISPUTE ...
1. The professional judgentent exercised by an
instructor in assigning a grade.
2. Traffic and parking tickets issued for a violation.
3. Disciplinary actio~s taken by the university.
mmw.11

1

Other grievances can be handled by the "Student
Qreivance P.roceedure," as found on page 11 of "The
Golden Rule Student Handbook."
for further information, cons~t your Golden Rule Student Handbook or call:
ROSS WOLF, Student Government Attorney General @ X 2191 or
CARLA SCHULZ, Student Government Judicial Advisor @ X 2191
Student Government. .. Students.Serving Students
Student Government is funded through the Activities & Services Fees as allocated by the Student Government of The Universi

of Central Florida

·.

